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new contact with the sacred, a movement
beyond the forgetfulness of Being manifested today in the arbitrary manipulation
of empty signs and formalized languages.
--Paul Ricouer
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Introduction
There has been a recent plea by
practitioners and academics alike for
the creation of a vibrant, all-encompassing body of landscape architectural
theory. It is interesting and timely to
ask why. What is theory, or what might
it be, and why should we need it? What
do we expect from theory?
Perhaps, concerned about the
relative youth of the profession (certainly not the art itself) or the sparse
distribution of work in space and time,
we look for theory to provide a foundation, a shared basis and purpose for the
practice and performance of the discipline. In this way, theory might be
expected to provide a responsible structure, with attendant principles and
axioms from which prescriptions for
action may be drawn.

Abstract: This essay addresses the idea of theory and representation in landscape architecture. It
asks: what is theory, or what might it be, and why should we need it.) The essay begins by
suggesting that theory is something more enigmatic and elusive than would first appear, and its" use
today is riddled with misconception and difficulty. By tracing the ancient origins of theory back to
its basis within cultural cosmology, the essay explains how this understanding was profoundly
altered during the scientific revolution, through the Enlightenment, up to the present day. Here, it
suggests that contemporary aesthetics, historicism, and theory are in fact disembodied constructs-autonomous and self-@rential. Some of the major shifts in 18th- and 19th-century landscape
architecture are used to illustrate the evolution of this trend. The author argues that the contemporary
crisis of meaning and existence is actually an outcome of the epistemological break with tradition
during the 18th century. It concludes that modern technological thinking works to perpetuate an
excessively "hard" world in which culture can no longer figure or recollect itself Landscape
architecture stands" poised within the arts to address this crisis, and its theory needs to reflect that.

Alternatively, perhaps we look
to theory not so much for stability and
coherence, as for breakout and rupture. Theory might act as a sort of
disruptive catalyst, an inventive
prompt, fostering new thought and
inquiry within the discipline.
Theory may therefore be sought
after, on the one hand, to stabilize and
provide a set of codified principles of
production or, on the other, to resist the
status quo, maintaining heterogeneity
and prompting change. In the former
case, theory is a stabilizer, while in the
latter, it is a disruptive mechanism.
This is neither a dichotomy nor a paradox, but remains a poorly understood
relation, riddled with misconception
and difficulty. To ask what theory is, or
might be, and why landscape architecture should need it is to pose questions
that escape easy answer. It may be discovered that theory is in fact a much
more elusive and enigmatic phenomenon than would first appear. I
We might begin our inquiry by
asking why bother, why theory? There
are those who would argue with conviction that there is no need or time for

theory today: "What good is it?" Some
might say that we have too much of it
already, too much talk, just intellectual
games. Others might remind us that
landscape architecture is primarily a
craft profession, an artisanal practice
requiring multiple skills and talents.
Such people may tell us of the lifetime
commitment necessary to learn and
master such skills, in which case theory
would just get in the way. This may be
true. In much of contemporary discourse, there is considerably divergent
rhetoric having very little to do with a
profession that is primarily a skilloriented endeavor, striving toward a
greater artfulness and grace in its attendant skills.
However, there is a distinction
between craft and motivation, between
the skill of making and the purpose that
motivates the skill: Craft may often win
professional competitions. It can be
repeated and, to a degree, taught. Its
skills can be deployed without any reference to feelings, history, or ideas.
Motivation, however, necessitates the
definition of a particular stance towards life--some idea of a culture’s
relationship toward the world and existential problems. It employs the feeling
found in cultural memory and personal
experience to generate meaning, wonder, and expression. Motivation engenders a heightened sense of purpose. At
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its greatest, it is an epiphany, a revelation, a new way of seeing the world.
Motivation establishes a vital alertness,
a sensitive curiosity, and an insatiable
sense of marvel. A built landscape may
well survive blemishes of craft, but will
very rarely survive a creative stillbirth.
This relation between craft and
motivation, the how and the why, is ~he
forgotten role of theory. Originally, art
and architecture were understood as a
unity between techne and poiesis.2 Here,
techne was the dimension of revelatory
knowledge about the world, and poiesis
was the dimension of creative, symbolic representation. Techne made no
distinction between the theoretical and
the practical. Making was understood
as the embodiment of knowledge and
ideas; we could say that craft was motivated. This unity fell apart in the 17th
and 18th centuries. Techne became a
separate body of instrumental or productive knowledge, and poiesis became
an autonomous creation of subjective
and aesthetic reality. This separation
coincided with the origin of modern
science (technology) and modern aesthetics (art). It also involved an irretrievable alteration of the role of theory
in architectural production.
In this essay, I hope to trace the
nature of this shift and explain the various transformations in the use of
theory. I argue that the contemporary
crisis of meaning is due in large part to
the epistemological break with tradition during the 18th century, and conclude that modern technological thinking works merely to perpetuate an
excessively "hard" world in which
culture simply cannot figure or recollect itself.
Theoria and Cosmology
The concept of mathesis emerged
around the 7th century B.c. in preclassical Greece. It was an early form
of mathematics that employed a numerical symbol system representative of
the lebenswelt. Lebenswelt is an old German word that means the world-aslived, the prereflective sphere of lived
and subjective relations.3 This implies
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that we come to know the world as we
live in it, through our senses and
instincts. It acknowledges human
perception as the primary form of
knowing, involving direct engagement
and participation with the world. The
symbols used in mathesis were never
seen to be separate from the material
and finite world given to perception.
Instead, they were considered to be
invariable entities that enabled the
communication and transmission of
knowledge. To engage these ideas was
to tamper with the world itself, a very
powerful form of magic.
Mathesis was the first step towards
theoria. Theoria provided the first coherent conceptual system through
which the life-world could be comprehended at a higher level. It enabled
humans to disengage themselves from
the ordinariness of the immediate world
and enter into an independent universe
of discourse.
Later, in the development of
Greek philosphy, theoria was extended
to astronomical and religious thinking,
enabling a reconciliation between
events in the immediate world and the
divine order of the cosmos. From the
term theoria came theology (the science
of being), theophany (literally godappearance), and theater. The theatron
was a stage upon which the deities
would appear; the cosmos was made
manifest, and a spectacle enacted in .
which the audience would transcend
the banalities of everyday life (Figure
1). The theoriai were ancient Greek
envoys who would visit distant theaters
and festivals to observe and understand the "measured movements" of
the "visible Gods." Through worldly
observation, they looked forward to a
kind of revelatory seeing that would
momentarily clarify their being in the
cosmos. The practice and explication
of theoria was therefore limited to particular groups of theoreticians. Architects and gardeners, for example, were
merely those who possessed technical
skill, not theoretical knowledge. The
ancient rites of site selection and orientation were governed by a special group
of theoreticians within the priesthood4.
Another sense of the term theoria
refers to the continual anticipation of

something unexpected, something previously unforeseen, and something that
would change one’s life thereafter, like
a revelation or vision. Leatherbarrow
(1989) has written: "The experiences
of longing, sighting something divine
or true, and the onset of a new time or
kind of life, are the necessary parts of
ancient theoretical experience." The
classical understanding of theory,
therefore, was a means by which a
culture comprehended the lebenswelt;
the way in which they could escape
everyday life and marvel in wonder at
the cosmos; and the way in which they
awaited revelatory understanding to
enact change of some sort in their lives.
In antiquity, and later in classical
philosophy, artifacts and gardens were
understood as figurative representations of the theoretical world. Greek
theoria permitted the beginnings of an
architectural theory, a logos of architecture. Architects became aware of their
ability to transform the physical world,
understood as a privileged form of
metaphysics. The sacred world could
be engaged and embodied. The Aristotelian notion ofpoiesis was the creative
act by which raw matter, hyle, was
given shape. It was figured according
to an idea, eidos, to appear as a meaning-laden icon.5 Early artifacts, especially temples, and gardens were thus
visible embodiments of invisible
ideas--they were idealizations understood under a variety of terms such as
symbol, typos, emblem, andfigura. In
the Aristotelian world there was no separation between theory and practice;
theory elucidated and justified practice, while practice retained its primordial meaning as poiesis (Figure 2).
It is important to recall that the
origins of what we now call landscape
architecture were buried deep within
this symbolic ontology of myth and
religion and that, as a profoundly traditional activity, its primary ideological
role was as a representational art. Alan
Colquhoun (1981) has described the
aim of all such art as being the creation
of "figurative and hierarchically organized form, to establish a sense of
cultural centering and give the impression that the problems of modern life
can be resolved at a transcendental
level" (p. 13). In earlier cultures, art
was a revelation of the "truth" of reality preserved in a hierarchy of symbolic representations, assuring that

Figure 2. An image of the world by Cesare di Lorenzo Cesariano in his edition of Vitruvius’s
Ten Books, 1521. The image depicts the Aristotelian cosmos, holistic and complete, making no
separation between heaven and earth, theory and practice.

everything had its place in a culturally
specific cosmology. The essential idea
in traditional representation lies latent
in the verb "to edify," meaning to build
to instruct or improve spiritually. For
example, the enchanted gardens of
Eden or Hesperides were mythically
embodied places of both bodily and
spiritual restoration, providing culture
with some of the most consoling and
enduring myths.
As a different kind of example,
one might consider the archaic acts of

earth-marking at Avebury, Stonehenge,
and C arnac as being theoretically motivated constructs, sophisticated embodiments of ritual and astronomy. The
basic displacement of material discloses
a primordial need of humans to edify-to mark, celebrate, and acknowledge
phenomena considered to be invariant
and eternal.

One might also recall the ancient
Mesopotamian culture as being a theoretically developed and cosmically
embodied society.6 Here, earth, air,
fire, water, celestial movements, and
seasonal patterns all possessed a profoundly sacred significance. For this
culture, the totality of earth and sky,
gods and humans, was only assured
through direct discourse with the
deities. This was given through an
orderly re-enactment of celestial and
terrestial cycles, hierarchically embodied from house to temple. The temple
was always built on the highest hill,
vertically central and focal to the city.
The Ziggurat was symbolic of the hill
itself. It was both celestial because it
touched the heavens, each tier colored
after one of the planets, and terrestial
because it mediated the underground
tomb of God. Centrality and Symmetry
were understood as symbolic gestures
that represented the unity of the cosmos. In this society, culture and nature
were indivisible--they were one, embodied, and whole.
The same depth of symbolic content, though of a completely different
sort, can be seen in the Persian paradise gardens and later in the enclosed
Moorish gardens of Granada: the
Alhambra and the Generalife. Here,
the sensual qualities of sight, sound,
taste, and touch were controlled in
such a way to give bodily pleasure and
poetic delight, but they were still primarily understood as a representational iconography of a greater Islamic
cosmos, idealized and embodied. The
rich sensuality of these beautiful gardens was understood to be Allah
himself--celestial paradise on earth. 7
Later, inspired by the paradise
gardens, the delicate sensuality of the
European medieval gardens evolved,
enclosed safely away from the wilds of
untamed nature. While such gardens
were a source of great sensual comfort
and delight, they also gave testimony to
heavenly joy through religious symbols
and figuration. In Dante’s Divine Comedy, the garden as microtheos was where
God resided, and was therefore a much

more divine and gentle place than the
menacing world outside.
In all of these works, art was a
mimesis of the primary reality given to
perception--the primary reality being
all that is tangible and mutable in the
world. However, this mimesis was
never just a mere reproduction, but
rather a figurative representation of an
eternal idea, something theoretical.
Through the immediacy of plants,
weather, seasons, and other physical
elements, access to the eternal was
found. Art provided the mediation
between the human and the divine
through a symbolic transfiguration of
the real. Beauty was seen in things that
were beheld theoretically and was inseparable from mathematics, music,
and laws of nature.8
For example, the symbols by
which early medieval painters depicted
nature bore little relation to actual
appearance. Instead, nature was represented in the form of icons symbolizing
godlike ideas and episodes in sacred
history. Nature’s elements were always
shown as decorative forms yielding
generous gifts of fruit and blossom
(Figure 3). These paintings and gardens were understood as symbols of
divine perfection; idealized nature,
eternal and godlike, as distinct from
everyday life.
Many of the built landscapes
before the Enlightenment were conceived and understood as figurative
embodiments of divine order. They
were manifestations of theoretical
knowledge. Gardens during this time
provided a kind of cosmic "quarry,"
gravid with histories and myth. They
were a lens through which culture
could view itself and share in a collective comprehension of the cosmos.
Theoria remained very much a unifying
concept of cosmic order. As a representational art, early landscape architecture was a device of embodied communication, creating symbolic settings
wherein a culture could communalize
and comprehend its history and future-the very basis of community. A
built landscape provided an embodied
map, a way of knowing one’s place in
the world.
This cultural sharing of theoretical knowledge through idealized
mimesis, iconographic embodiment,
and the use of primordial archetypes
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Figure 3. Manuscript illustration from Tacuinum Sanitatis. The picture is an iconography of
symbols depicting God’s generosity toward fruit and bloom. Austrian National Library,
Vienna.

continued through the late Renaissance
and Baroque eras. For example, the
iconography of many villas, such as the
Villa Lante or the Villa Aldobrandini,
was rich with classical figures, symbolic fountains, and hidden grottos
expressing aspects of classical mythology and Neoplatonic notions. 9
Here, fortn, geometry, and pattern possessed a profound symbolic content,
embodying, communicating, and mapping ideas.
The Scientific Revolution
The traditional symbolic system
of theory and representation was radically altered during the late 17th and
early 18th centuries, largely because of

the revolution in scientific thinking.
Previously, the medieval and Renaissance cosmologies asserted that
number and geometry were a universal
science, the link between the human
and the divine. Even as late as 1598,
Johannes Kepler, in his Harmonices
Mundi (Figure 4), wrote:
The Christians know that the mathematical principles according to which
the corporeal world was to be created
are co-eternal with God, that God is
the soul and mind in the most supernally true sense of the word. ~0
And elsewhere:
God, from the very beginning, and
purposefully, has selected the curved
and the straight for stamping the
world with the divinity of the
creator, r l

During the early 17th century,
Galileo first brought this relation into
question as he began to suggest that

not only ideal but also empirical reality
was mathematical in nature. Galileo
opened the way for objectivism by
making mathematized nature an "initself," a pure construct. Mathematics
detached from the lived world, was to
become the object. The increased use
of mathematics as an instrument for
objective reasoning eventually superseded its use as an idealized representation. This transition occurred during
the 17th and 18th centuries, during a
period that Dalibor Veseley (1984) has
called a time of "divided representation" (p. 22). That is, there was a
period when mathematics was still part
of traditional cosmology, endowed with
divine properties, while at the same
time emerging as the basis for a new
kind of representation: the instrumentality of modern science.
This time of transition was sustained during the 18th century in large
part because of the myth of divine
nature, grounded in Newtonian natural philosophy. Although Newton’s
(1803) empirica! work was agreed upon
and accepted during this time and
would later evolve as the basis of 19thcentury positivism, there remained a
potent Neoplatonic cosmology in which
geometry and mathematics still held
transcendental value for many people.
Newton and others still believed that
God had composed the great masses in
the universe and had set them into
motion. The creation of matter from
pure space was a notion that appeared
in Plato’s Timaeus.
The final transformation occurred around 1800, when geometry,
mathematics, and other symbol systems became purely formal disciplines,
shedding any last vestiges of metaphysical content. 12 The advocates of
modern instrumentality assumed that
mathematical precision and empirical
clarity were radically superior to the
ambiguous indeterminancy of symbolic, cosmological representation. It is
at this point where the phenomenologist Husserl (1970) positioned the
"crisis" of modern science and theory.
He argued that the displacement of
knowledge from the world as lived, or
as sensibly perceived, created a dis-

tance between human life and nature.
The freeing of science from its basis in
the lebenswelt and its founding subjective nature was undoubtedly a necessary condition for all of its conquests,
but Husserl argued that this freeing
also carried the threat of an alienation,
an objectivist occultation that makes
the world inaccessible to us as human
beings. For Husserl, the autonomous
instrumentality of modern science
"reduced nature to a mathematical
manifold." 13

Alongside this transformation
occurred a similar shift in religious
order. The religious metaphors began
to lose their compelling force in the face
of new, fresh ones. There followed a
diminishment in the church’s influence
over huinan imagination, and religion
lost much of its secular and moral
power for several centuries after this.
Therefore, the break with tradition
during the 17th and 18th centuries was
not solely due to advances in reason
and science, but also to a deterioration

Figure 4. Engraving froxn Mysterium Cosmographicum, Johannes Kepler, 1596. Kepler used
Euclidean geometry and numerical orders to theoretically chart the profoundly divine,
harmonic movements of the universe.

Figure 5. Frontispiece fromJ.N.L. Durand s’ Recued’ et ParalMe.
"

in religious unity and sacred values.
Much later, during the 19th century, Nietzsche (1967) announced the
"death of God." His declaration stated
that Christianity had exhausted its
dominance as a spiritual force in Western culture. Also, Feuerbach was to
invert the relatior~ between humans
and God, positioning humans at the
center of the universe (another fallacy
simply replaced an old one!). Later,
Heidegger (1970) announced the end
of metaphysics, signaling the dissolution of timeless and mythical truths.
Thereafter, theory and representation
became something other than their
original antecedents. The demythization of theory was complete. Ever
since, humans have been peculiarly
alone--the sole generators of our own
being, meaning, and truth.
A significant outcome of these
changes was the splintering of the previous traditional cosmology, once
holistic and complete, into separate
categories. During the 18th and 19th
centuries, art, science, language,
religion, and myth were each differentiated and packaged neatly into
contained bodies of knowledge. Habermas (1983) has written that:
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The project of modernity, formulated
in the 18th century by the philosophers of the Enlightenment, consisted in their efforts to develop
objective science, universal morality
and law, and autonomous art according to their inner logic. At the same
time, the project intended to release
the cognitive potentials of each of
these domains from their esoteric
forms; The Enlightenment philosophers wanted to utilize this accumulation of specialized culture for the
enrichment of everyday life--that is
to say, for the rational organization of
everyday life. (p. 16)

These separate spheres of knowledge were to move increasingly apart
as each divergent specialization
became more autonomous and selfreferential, isolated in great institutions away from public life. Foucault
(1972) has related this phenomenon to
that of a panopticon. Knowledge
became trapped in a spherical prison
wall. On the one hand, it could be surveyed and closely studied while, on the
other hand, it could not escape. Estranged from the larger world of shared
discourse, the possibility of creative
exchange was severed, constituting a
radical discontinuity with history and
the essential human condition.
Throughout the 18th and 19th
centuries, institutions and academies

were formed for specialists to engage
in the project of reason. For example,
the French Royal Academy of Science
was founded in 1666. This academy,
together with the Royal Society of
London, regarded itself as contributing
to Francis Bacon’s (1905) "utopia."
Looking toward an enlightened world,
the academies embraced the ideals of a
positivistic science, building their theories and practice around reason and
certainty. The problem here was that
specialized instrumentality itself
became the object; the process of reason became the product. Less and less
could the arts be based on mimesis,
since the material world was reduced to
a cortege of facts, drained or neutralized of any divine content.
During this time, schools of
architecture and the associated arts
were also changing. In 1671, the Royal
Academy of Architecture was founded
in Paris. The traditional apprenticeship provided by the masonic guilds
was superseded by an unprecedented
emphasis on rational theory. The Ecole
Polytechnique was formed in Paris during
the late years of the 18th century. It was
a progressive institution, which taught
for the first time architecture as a science, emphasizing logic and rational
method. Principles of Euclidean geometry, algebraic analysis, order, and
style were classified into various
typologies and systems, which were
then put forth as universal methods of
technique and design.
The professor of architectural
theory in the school was JacquesNicolas-Louis Durand, who in 1801
published the Recueil et Parall~le des Edifices de Tout Genre, Anciens et Modernes
(Figure 5). This work is used by PerezGomez (1983) to exemplify, in architecture, the complete deterioration of
theoria into a self-referential instrument
used solely for the control ofpraxis.
That is, Durand successfully laid the
foundation for an architectural order
that was based neither in tradition nor
inlife-experience, but referred instead
to an architectural autonomy. Durand
stressed the irrelevance oftranscenden-

methodically and practically to the
description of lines and layout in gardening, drawing plans for labyrinths,
groves, cities, and estates, and even
"wildernesses" (Figures 6 and 7). For
Langley, geometry was a scientific tool,
"the basis of any layout," and he
seemed unable to comprehend the symbolic implications of a geometry that
imposed its form on nature in the stylistic manner of Baroque gardens.
Durand, Langley, and others,

following on from Descartes (reprint,
1974), increasingly discredited the
humanities by showing thein to be
matters of subjective caprice and
ambiguity. Artifacts made as a result of
the application of mathematical laws of
physical science and reasor~ed logic
were considered to be of a higher value
than those made as a result of mimesis
and intuition. Beauty and aesthetic
delight, once integral with mathematics, music, and knowledge, now

Figure 6. Introduction to the operations of
Euclidean geometry. Taken from Batty
Langley’s Practical Geometry Applied to the
Useful Arts of Building, 1726.

tal justification in architecture, rejecting outright the powers of intuition and
metaphor. For Durand, architecture
needed only to validate itself as something useful and rational in a material
world governed by pragmatic values.
From Durand and the Ecole Polytechnique emerged an architectural
theory grounded in pure methodology
and technique. Theory was reduced to
a set of technical operations, promoting
an architectural discipline suspicious of
intuition and sensible perception. Veseley (1984) states that architecture
became "an instrumental discipline,
with a formal purpose but with no
explicit meaning, making it an instrument of pure ars inveniendi." (p. 24)
Another example of the reduction
of theory to rules and method is Batty
Langley’s Practical Geometry as Applied to
Building, Surveying, Gardening and Mensuration, published in 1726, and New
Principles of Gardening, published in
1727. These works provided all the
necessary principles and theorems of
Euclidean geometry as a basis for all
the building crafts. Langley applied it
Figure 7. Design for an English garden based on the new geometry. Taken from Langley’s New
Principles of Garden Design, 1727.
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became separated. Ambiguous and
subjective, art presented modern people of reason with something untidy
and illogical. Descartes and the later
Enlightenment philosophers asked that
art and beauty somehow be reorganized in a manner that was clear and
distinct.
In 1750, Alexander Baumgarten
published Aesthetica. This was the first
reasoned discourse on the philosophy
and theory of art, especially regarding
beauty and taste. Baumgarten asserted
that precise and distinct cognition
achieves its clarity by abstracting from
the confusions of the concrete, that is,
by focusing in and discarding the irrelevant. But he also went on to discuss
another mode of cognition, that of subjective sensibility. This, said Baumgarten, was not necessarily clear and
distinct, but possessed a richness that
did not sacrifice the sensual complexity
of the concrete.
For Baumgarten, scientific thinking caused an inevitable devaluation of
the sensual. He therefore favored subjective sensibility as a superior mode of
looking at the world. He argued that
art, which reveals the richness of the
world, was a necessary complement to
the sciences, which reveal the underlying structure of the world. The
mid-18th century therefore oscillated
between these two poles of aesthetic
and scientific thought. Although
Baumgarten conceived their original
relationship to be complementary, they
were later :to move farther apart with
increasing antagonism.
Part of the reason for this was the
evolution of "taste." Taste, as formulated by Baumgarten, was that by
which an educated person intuitively
deems something to be true, without
any need, or ability, to explain why.
Taste was to aesthetics what reason was
to science. The people who possessed
such innate good taste were free to discover their own sensibilities toward the
world. However, this presented a problem for those concerned about people
who lack taste: How could a standard
be made by which to guide and control
taste? In an attempt to provide some
tangible criteria for beauty, the Earl of
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Shaftesbury wrote extensively about
the importance of rules and examples.
In addition, David Hume later postulated that most people actually agree on
what is beautiful, or right, and that one
may easily discover what is tasteful by
looking to what the educated believe.
Thereafter developed the notion
of "good taste," with the academies
becoming the educational arbiters.
They provided their scholars with principles and standards that would assure
good and reasoned taste. Ironically, the
freedom granted the artist by Baumgarten’s original conception of subjective taste now deteriorated into a kind
of standard, governed by the elite
members of an academic club. 14
The pseudo-ideal replaced the
ideal, a substitute that was not posited
by individuals themselves, but was
received from a higher authority. Here,
the artist’s own interpretive free will
was obscured by the dissemination of
reasoned standards. During the 18th
century, the Italian Renaissance
formed yhe basis of many of these standards, providing the diletantes,
patrons, and aspiring artists of the
European Grand Tour with the foundations of a new aestheticism.
The point here is to show that the
traditional symbolic system of representation, of which lheoria was an
integral part, was replaced not only by
the autonomy of instrumental representation grounded in scientism, but
also by an aesthetic representation
grounded in the fallacies of taste.
Contemporary with this evolution emerged the practice of historicism. This is too complex a topic to
cover here, 15 but it should be noted
that the Enlightenment philosophers,
in their quest for reason, also sought an
objective account of history and tradition. In order to limit any recourse to
repetition or reversibility, the past was
chronicled into a linear succession.
Historicism was therefore an objective
pursuit and had nothing to do with
nostalgia or revivalism as it may, incorrectly, be understood today.
Durand and others wanted to
believe that historical time could be
arrested and encapsulated in a theory
that would have permanent validity. A
result of this practice was the treatment
of history as a rational evolution of

periods, factual occurrences, and formal styles. As with the sensual world,
the realm of history was largely
reduced and objectified. Landscape
and architectural traditions were compounded into an ensemble of forms
and types, all classified and measured.
This project was another reason that
the original meanings previously
attached to architectural orders and
forms began to degenerate during the
18th century. The underlying cultural
foundation of thought and meaning diffused into a kind of vague memory. It
was with this mind-set that the European Grand Tour not only provided an
aesthetic acquisition of Classical taste,
but also presented historical styles and
forms as emblematic icons of the ideals
of previous "higher" cultures.
This skeletal account of the
development of Enlightenment aesthetics and historicism serves to set the
ground for the way theory was to evolve
during the past two centuries. When
one traces the development of landscape architectural work since the late
17th century, the excessive aestheticization of the landscape, the increased
borrowing of emblematic forms from
history, and the altered nature of theory
and practice become clear.
The Aestheticization of Landscape
Architectural Representalion
Versailles may be used as an
example to represent the beginning of
secularization during the 17th century
and the increased influence of Cartesian reasoning (Figure 8). Here’,
humans were repositioned quite radically in relation to God and nature. No
longer clustered around churches, the
plan of Versailles centers around the
king’s palace. The centrality of the palace is reinforced by the Baroque park,
attended by infinite vistas and limitless
domain. Everything receives its place
in relation to the royal point of view.
This is truly secular in that only the
point of view of the ruler is admitted-a kind of "divine kingship." Although
it is idealized, it is no longer a mediation between humans and God.
Karsten Harries (1968) has written:

Figure 8. Plan of Versailles. From a plan made by the Abbe Delagrive, 1746.

An art such as that presented at Versailles is born out of an awareness of
man’s metaphysical loneliness. Man’s
search for a measure finds an answer,
if only an aesthetic answer.... The
work of art provides man with an
illusion of completeness; but now the
price to be paid for this illusion is
man’s autonomy. Man himself
becomes part of such a work. (p. 26)
However, the geometry at Versailles still held symbolic power for the
people at that time. Although this was
not directly related to God, it was
clearly a symbolic operation that
evoked ideal truth and excellence.
Baroque perspectivism was not in any
way equivalent to that of the 19th century. One cannot compare the vistas at
Versailles to Haussmann’s boulevards.
As Perez-Gomez (1983) writes:
In 17th-century Versailles, color,
smell, light, water games, fireworks,
and indeed the full richness of
mythology played a major role. The

meaning of the place as the seat of
government and the dwelling of the
Sun King derived from a synthesis of
the power of geometry and its potential to enhance sensuality.
It is not insignificant that, in
1657, Andre Mollet published LeJardin
de Plaisirs, the first work to stress
aspects of bodily and aesthetic pleasure
as exemplified through the formal geometries of French formalism. In his
book, Mollet offered some practical
advice, but most of the text is spent in
an Aristotelian discourse. Praxis for
Mollet was inextricably linked to the
conception of an animistic cosmos. The
gardener’s life was supposed to be a
part of the rhythms of cosmic time.
Similarly, J. Boyceau’s Traite duJardinage
(1638) postulated that the gardener

should have some practical knowledge,
but that ultimately the traditional poesis
of gardening, connecting humans to
the earth, was the primary objective.
The object of gardening was never simply the production of crops or the
domination of nature.
In 1709, Dezallier d’Argenville
published La Th~orie et la Pratique du
Jardinage, the first work to codify the
practice of an art form through practical rules and axioms. A much
adapted translation to English, by John
James, appeared in 1712. This work
stood in contrast to that of Mollet and
Boyceau. There was no metaphysical
dimension in d’Argenville’s work,
merely practical guidelines, rules, and
methods applied to site construction,
plant propagation, and planting techniques. The geometry of the Baroque
garden was now identified with the
practical geometry of the surveyor.
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Figure 9. Examples illustrating techniques of plant propagation. Taken from Dezallier
d’Argenville’s La Th[orie et la Pratique du Jardinage, 1709.

This work, as with Durand’s, constituted the emergence of a new
concept of "theory" : theory as ars
fabricandi, mere method and technique (Figures 9 and 10).
Increased travel across Europe
and into the Americas and China later
provided the impetus for a reaction
against the harsh formalism of the
French garden. As early as 1685, Sir
William Temple had written about the
"natural" and irregular gardens of
China, noting extensively the pleasurable "aesthetic" experiences of grottos
and wild places. Later, Chambers
(1772) wrote a dissertation on Oriental
gardening, citing formal principles of
variety and contrast. In England,
between 1700 and 1720, there was a
shift from the French and Dutch formal
models to the love of unbridled, pastoral landscape. Alexander Pope, with
Addison, Switzer, and Batty Langley,
articulated the principles of the natural
aesthetic, and the English Landscape
School emerged. 16 All of these writings
were considered to be theory, articulating the necessary technical know-how
for a particular aesthetic to be enacted.
The Oriental influence, together
with the pastoral paintings of Claude
Lorrain, Titian, and Poussin, inspired
a landscape aesthetic based on irregularity, contrast, variety, and distant

views. However, the European Tour
also influenced a romantic interest in
the classical literary genre and the
Arcadian-agricultural landscapes of
Italy. Moreover, it inspired the eclectic
borrowing of both foreign and historical styles. A landscape based on new
picturesque principles, informed by a
pictorial and literary genre, and strewn
with figural fragments of history, was

further permeated by a fourth influence, theater and stage design. 17
Stowe may be used as an excellent example of this new movement.
These early gardens were a kind ofbricolage of figural fragments, literary
allegories, and theatrical scenography.
Historic styles were mixed and set
alongside one another, as when one
finds a classical temple next to Gothic
ruins (Figure 11). Hence, the early
pastoral landscape gardens were
embodiments of educated and "good"
taste, informed a great deal by Italian
art and landscape. This was no longer
a superimposition of reason upon
nature, but a celebration of nature as
both the great metaphor and arena of
all art. Here, from Enlightenment aesthetics emerged the manipulation of the
landscape for sensory and imaginary
stimulation, while from the Enlightenment project of origins and history
emerged the eclectic distribution of
ruins and figural fragments--emblems
of historical time arranged along allegorical narratives.
This intellectual basis of the En.glish Landscape School was slowly to
be forgotten, and degenerated over the
remainder of the 18th century. The
scholarly, pictorial tradition became

Figure 10. Techniques of levelling and terrace construction. Taken from John James’s English
adaptation of d’Argenville’s original, 1712.
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illusory and unarticulated. Part of the
reason was that the configuration of
these great pastoral landscapes not only
gave the landowners a sense of beauty,
but also had practical economic value.
The land could be let to tenants and
farmed for profit. The ha-hala permitted the illusion of boundless views and
natural landscape. As landownerfinanciers settled into the landscape
during the 18th century, a new physiocracy emerged, less interested in the
literary tradition, asking only that the
land be made primarily useful and,
only secondarily, "beautiful."
The nature of theory during the
late 18th-century was largely centered
on the debate about landscape aesthetics and taste. Sir Uvedale Price published An Essay on the Picturesque, as compared to the Sublime and the Beautiful in
1874. Gilpin also published Essays in
Picturesque Beauty in the same year.
Richard Payne-Knight was a rhetorical
member of the group, taking an adversarial stance toward Gilpin and Price.
Herein ensued a war of aesthetic taste;
the "roughness of the Picturesque"
being preferred over the "smoothness
of the Beautiful"--the latter castigated
for its lack of natural drama and elemental melancholy (Figure 12). Price
labeled Capability Brown "the genius
of the bare and bald." He wrote: "The
worst is that Brown fixes and stamps
such a character of monotony on all
that he does." 19 In Price’s writing,
there emerged a striking and radical
importance attached to purely visual
criteria. With Gilpin, too, there was a
visual aesthetic that he clearly favored,
a quality that was singular in his understanding of landscape.
Citing paintings by Salvator
Rosa and John Constable, the protagonists of the Picturesque developed
a new formal syntax emphasizing
things such as "foregrounds and sidescreens," "roughness and variety,"
"contrast and chiaroscuro,~’ "gradation and effect." The landscape was
to be contrived as a picture. Even
though Kent had worked in a pictorial
manner 75 years earlier, there was so
much more to Kent’s landscape, each
scene possessing some literary or allegorical content. With the rusticized
Picturesque, however, the landscape

Figure 11. Temple of Ancient Virtue at Stowe. Taken from English Gardens and Landscapes
1700-1750 by Christopher Hussey, 1967.

was pure image, reduced to a singular
representation of a picture. 20 The
result was an aestheticized landscape,
where form and picture became the primary content or meaning.
The Picturesque "formula"or perhaps we might call it, in a now
much depreciated sense of the word,
"theory"--caught the imagination of
Repton, who synthesized it in 1794,
when he wrote Sketches and Hints on
Landscape Gardening, and later in 1805,
Observations on the Theory and Practice of
Landscape Gardening. Repton, whose
work certainly played a preliminary
role in the beginning of an aestheticized 19th-century eclecticism, wrote:
I do not profess to follow either Le
Notre or Brown, but selecting beauties from the style of each, to adopt so
much of the grandeur of the former
as tnay accord with a palace, and so
much of the grace of the latter as may
call forth the charms of natural landscape. Each has its proper situation;
and good taste will make fashion
subservient to common-sense. 2 a

Here, Repton suggests that any
number of aesthetic approaches and
codified styles may be mixed and
matched, once again all in the name
of "good taste." However, if we remove
the superficial and stylistic from Rep-

ton’s treatise, we can see that he is
intimating at an understanding of
landscape as something somehow possessed with primordial content and
meaning. He writes:
I confess that the great object of my
ambition is not merely to produce a
book of pictures, but to furnish some
hints for establishing the fact that
true taste in landscape gardening, as
well as in the other polite arts, is not
an accidental effect, operating on the
outward senses, but an appeal to the
understanding, which is to compare,
to separate and to combine the various sources of pleasure derived from
externa! objects and to trace them to
some pre-existing causes in the
human mind.22

Repton seemed to be aware that
art still primarily belonged to human
ideas and the creative mind. His writing and theory inspired his friend
L.0udon to compile, edit, and disseminate the work after his death. In 1843,
Paxton, a colleague of Loudon, designed Birkenhead Park, which ultimately caught the imagination of

Olmsted and Downing. In 1841,
Downing published A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening.
From Durand to Repton,
Dezallier d’Argenville to Downing,
theory was clearly something different
from that of the pre-Enlightenment
period. Slowly, over the course of a
century, theory’s very form and purpose were altered. Theory had degenerated into a kind of technical knowledge, a methodology with attendant
standards and principles. It became a
practical "language," something that
enabled production and repetition. Yet
before 1800, art was primarily understood to be an embodiment of ideas
and knowledge, imaginatively expressive of a culture and more analogous to
a system of gestures and figures than to
articulated language. However, it is the
altered view of theory and representation that has persisted and had its most
potent impact during the emergence of
the early Modern movement.
The 20th Century
Kenneth Clark23 uses Cfizanne to
represent the pivotal shift from a traditional, mimetic representation based in
nature to the nonfigurative work of the
Modern artists. Clark acknowledges
that Cfizanne himself was not at all trying to work outside of nature and the
primary realm. To the contrary,
Cfizanne was inspired to such an exent
by nature that he wanted to discover a
more profound way of expressing hi.s
"feeling" for a scene. Whether impulse
or inspiration, his method of splitting
up planes into facets and regular
shapes was a departure from the 500year tradition of imitating natural
appearances. He felt it more appropriate to override the direct optical
appearance of nature in favor of temperament. The same could also apply to
Mondrian’s early tree studies (Figure
13), which show a progressive transformation from appearance to pure
gssence. 24

Figure 12. The garden undressed (top) and the garden dressed (bottom), or the picturesque
and the beautiful. In The Landscape by Richard Payne-Knight, 1794.
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Figure 13. Piet Mondrian. Flowering Apple Tree, 1912. Here Mondrian has eliminated the visibly concrete, the optical image, in favor of
capturing the essence, the essential idea behind a thing. Collection Haags, Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. Copyright Piet Mondrian/VAGA
New York 1990.

Also, in the work of Paul Klee,
nature as image was displaced for a
more profound look at its mythological
and spiritual content. Kandinsky and
Schlemmer were also particularly
interested in the spiritual content of
color and form. Others were to replace
visible nature altogether, as in the
abstract, formal inquiries of Malevich
or Mondrian. Here, the aesthetic object
was solely the medium of expression
and its specific technique of production. The new autonomy of the
aesthetic sphere gave it license to
become its own project.
The ascendancy of formalist aesthetics developed during the early 20th
century. Retinal and sensory beauty

were increasingly espoused as the primary role of art in the writings of this
period. From Konrad Fiedler’s theory
of "pure visibility" and "opacity," to
the writings of Benedetto Croce or
Heinrich Wolfflin, developed the nonfigurative movement in art. August
Endell, a member of the German Art
Nouveau, proclaimed:
We are not only at the beginning of a
new stylistic phase, but at the same
time on the threshold of the development of a completely new art. An art
with forms which signify nothing. 25

Jeanneret and Ozenfant were
later to assert that the plastic arts were
organized according to a primary quality defined by the "elementary,
geometrical solids.’’~6 Only in a secondary sense did meaning and association emerge, the primary forms lifting
or elevating the spirit. In the early 20th
century it was no longer required that
art be imitative of nature or symbolic
in its mediation between the mutable
and the eternal. Instead, autonomous
and self-referential form emerged as
something "pure" that could be articulated within the limits of its own medium. If the specific realm of music
was tone and rhythm, then that of the
plastic arts was primarily form and
color (Figures 14 and 15).

Figure 14. Piet Mondrian. Composition with Red, Blue and Yellow, 1930. The image
represents a high point of formal purity and sobriety. Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Armand R
Bartos, New York. Copyright Piet Mondrian/VAGA New York 1990.

The power of this autonomous
aestheticism has worked to pervade all
art ever since. Modern art and modern
landscape architecture were to evolve
an aesthetic where form alone could
motivate the content. No longer did
form have to express or convey an idea,
as an icon or figure. It was now possible for form itself to be the content.
Whereas traditional art, understood as
mimesis, represented an idea outside
itself, pure form referred only to itself,
thereby severing any mimetic relations.
Pure form, orgestaltung, was therefore
autonomous; self-referential, and selfgenerated.
Of course, this is not to say that
such works had no meaning. The
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ground of meaning is in perception;
and thus such works, once perceived,
could be interpreted and could affect
the way one sees the world thereafter.
This was, and still is, the power of
autonomous and abstract art.
All of this new spirit had a profound effect on architecture. When the
Bauhaus was formed, new inquiries
were launched into the nature of pure
form and geometrical space. Symbolic
representation and even the notion of
"essence" were radically displaced. A
garden, or an artifact, no longer had to
embody any values: it did not have to
look like anything. It no longer had to
directly express, signify, or recall any
aspect of nature, tradition, or idea.
Mimetically and symbolically it could
be empty.27

"Space" became the supreme
concept--space as autonomous sets
of Cartesian coordinates, floating
infinitely, without context or place.
"Space," crystalline product of the
Enlightenment, was put forth as an
ethereal substitute for the continuity of
lived experience. Imagine the audacity,
or simple suspension of belief, necessary to reduce the complexity of living
landscape to the sheer placelessness of
"pure form." However, the fascination
with this new syntax of movement, spatial planes, volumes, geometries, and
new materials prevailed and developed
in the formalist experiments of the time
(Figure 16). In landscape, this formalism was explored in gardens by
Gabriel Guevrekian, or to a lesser
extent in the art-nouveau of Fletcher
Steele. This abstract method of work
was later developed in various ways by
landscape architects such as Eckbo
(Figure 17), Kiley, Burle-Marx, Barragan, and Halprin. Perhaps Halprin
was to be the sole practitioner in the
group to continue a derivational reference to nature itself through formal
structures that both evoke and abstract
natural forms and processes, especially
those of water courses and fluvial settings.
Early Modernism was, in particular ways noted above, an outcome of
the Enlightenment project. Tradition
and continuity were radically replaced
by doctrines of "purism," originality,
and novelty. Rationalization, aestheticization, and historicism evolved in
a way that formed the basis for how a
specialized subculture of "experts"
determined what was tasteful and
beautiful and what was to be built.
Theory today is merely an extrapolation of this. Whether it is used to
explain why something exists or should
be (positivism) or is used to provide the
necessary know-how for the production
of desirable work (normative methodology), theory today is clearly not
that of theory in the classical sense.
While theory was originally reconciliatory and afforded a collective
participation in cosmic meaning, today
it is aggressive, serving only as an
instrument of autonomy, control,
authority, and legitimacy.9a

Figure !5. Moholy Nagy. Composition QVIII, 1922. The composition shows the primacy_of
formal inquiry. Shape, color, transparency, visual balance, and optical dynamics form the
primary "idea content." Museum des XX. Jahrhunderts, Vienna. Reproduced with
permission.

Landscape and Theory Today--A Critique
From 18th-century landscape
aesthetics to the social pragmatism and
eclecticism of the 19th century, through
the purist aesthetics of the early modern movement to the excessive
positivism of the post-war era, the
theoretical foundations of our
contemporary profession have evolved
directly from the fallacies of modern
scientific thinking. They are simply
extrapolated from a narrowly focused,

Figure 16. Mies Van Der Rohe. Brick Villa
Project. 1923.

one-sided, and contradictory doctrine
with which we still live. On the one
hand, there is an excessive technological school, based either in positivist
problem-solving or in ecological
mechanics and management. On the
other hand, there is an equally excessive aesthetic school, based on personal

combinations of historicist and formalist doctrines. Herein exists
a. separated and ambiguous relation
between art, aesthetics, ecology, and
history.
With this division, is it really so
strange when one refers to landscape
architecture as aesthetic land-engineering, a mere service commodity trivialized to entertaiment? This approach has produced landscapes that
are efficient, practical for the user,
and aesthetically pleasing, yet often
strangely empty, without depth, mystery, or qualities of anything other.
Such landscapes reek of immediacy
and immanence, projecting the nullity
of objective reasoning as truth and content. In contemporary theory, a technological "ecology" replaces poetic dwelling; an overly aestheticized attitude
displaces the power of symbolic content; parodic historicism replaces history and tradition; nostalgic regionalism opposes contemporary modernity;
a fundamentalist "nature" movement
displaces art and cultural representation; and the uncritical dogmatism of
different camps replaces critical
dialogue.
Theory’s original mediatory role
between the human and the divine, the
immediate and the eternal, appears to
have ended.29 Theory today has been
functionalized into a set of operational
rules and procedures of primarily technological character: design methodologies, typologies, linguistic rules of formalism, functionalism, behavioralism,
and so on.

Figure 17. Garrett Eckbo. Los Angeles Garden. Landscape Architecture Magazine, February
1990. Photo by Garrett Eckbo. Reproduced with permission.
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Figure 18. Paul Klee. Flight from Oneself, 1931. Klee Foundation, Museum Berne. Copyright 1990 COSMOPRESS, Geneva/ARS, New York.

The result is that, for us as
human beings, the mythical, metaphoric depth of the natural and cultural
worlds has been neutralized, subject
now to instrumentation and control.
Our culture has been anaesthetized,
unable to share any common ontology.
Still believing humans and their technologies to be at the center of the world,
we go on to perpetuate this immanence
by naively projecting everything in
immediate relation to ourselves. In
Nietzsche’s interpretation, these are the
very grounds of nihilism and are
directly linked to the fact that the
"highest values devaluate themselves."
Nietzsche (1967) goes on to say that
"what we find here is still the hyperbolic naivetd of man: positing himself
as the meaning and measure of the
value of things."3°
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In this radical solitude, we choose
only to account for that which is susceptible to rationalization, mistakenly
proclaiming such biased objectivity as
"truth." Multiple representations, private and solitary, stand alone without
any common-grounding within the discourse of culture and continuity. As
Dalibor Veseley (1984) has observed:
"The fact that nihilism is a critical
dimension of modern culture is most
often recognized only indirectly,
through secondary phenomena such as
alienation, meaninglessness, and inauthenticity" (p: 36).
At the beginning of this essay, I
made a distinction between technique

and motivation and stated that a landscape may well survive blemishes of
craft, but that it will very rarely survive
a creative stillbirth. Today, stillborn
landscapes are produced en masse
around the globe. We seem unable to
recall landscapes of seduction, where
the elusivity of incompletion and mystery engages the poetic imagination;
landscapes that breathe with emotional
content, unlike those corpselike constructs of such obscene explicitude that
nothing is left to imagination. In such
closed and final networks, nature,
memory, myth, and theory come to an
end. In the topography of pure reason,
homogenous and without hiding places,
the enigmatic encounter with things
and places is flattened, without depth

or horizon. Here, humanity is reduced
to a corpus of automatons, alonc in a
world where bodies exist only in saturated states of purc presence, without
even the faintest glimmer of a possible
absence ( F i p r e 18).

Cmc/usion
Originally, artistic and architectural intentionality was transcendental,
necessarily symbolic. Symbols effectively relate the finite and mutable to
the immutable and eternal, lived reality to ideas. Symbolization is thus the
most FundamentaI operation constituting meanins for human existence. As
an operation, it belongs primarily to
the realm of metaphor and poetics, not
to objective reasoning and algebraic
cquations. Thc difficulty is that symbolic and poetic intentions are too
often trivialized or rendered naive in a
prosaic world where pragmatic valucs
of efficiency and usefulness arc predominant. Yet if humans were truly in
accord with the world, with nature, and
did not look ar things as mere phenomena to bc measurcd and manipulated, then the current cmlogical and
existential crises, focusing on an
aggressive technology and supported
by an excessively rational thinking,
would not arise.
Landscape architecture has
always stood in a privilcgcd position in
society, creating symbolic settings for
cultural ritual and discourse. As the
.great mediator between nature and
culture, landscape architecture has a
profound role to play in the reconstitution of meaning and value in our
relations with the Earth. The poetics
of human dwelling, the very consciousness of humanity, might once
again become the central focus of attention for landscape architectural theory,
Ry its nature, this insight is primarily
grounded in percepzion and cannot
exist outside the a priori of the human
body and its engagement with the
world. Landscape architectural theory
ought therefore to find its basis in tht
realm of perception and the phenomenological, the essential origins of existential meaning.
What is the role of landscape
architectural theory in returning
culture to unveil once again the full
mysteries of the Iife-world? To find

answers, we need first to dispel three
mistaken doctrines in contemporary
theory. These three approachcspositivism, the paradigmatic, and thc
avant-garde-are each derived in different wavs from the disembodied
carcass of modern knowledge and wilI
be discusscd in the second part of this
essay, entitled "The Tyrannies of Contemporary Theory and the Alternative
of H e r m e n e ~ t i c s . " ~ ~
Eternally rhaincd tn only one single fragment of the wholc, man himself grew to be
only a fragment. . . . Instead of imprinting
humanity upon his nature, he becomes
merely the imprint of his occupation.

-Friedrich Schiller
On !he Acsthttic Education ?{!fan
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